■ BITS & PIECES

Audience OHNO III Speaker Cables
PAUL MESSENGER TRIES AN AFFORDABLE US-SOURCED SPEAKER CABLE

BEST BUY
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A

udience cables come from the USA and are
distributed in Britain by David Jackson’s
High End Cable operation. I reviewed
the partnering interconnect nine months ago
(HIFICRITIC Vol9 No4), and now get to try the
matching speaker cable. Audience OHNO actually
comes in two forms, using either one or the three
conductors of our samples. A 2m pair costs £295,
while our 5m examples costs just £365, so quite a
hefty chunk of the price is down to the z-plug banana
plug terminations. That’s not too diﬀerent from the
pricetag of the Naim NACA5 that I normally use
OHNO is actually the surname of an academic
Japanese doctor who invented the process of
manufacturing mono-crystal copper wire, avoiding the
crystal boundaries found in cheaper copper cables.

The cable itself is quite compact but has a
near round section with an approximate diameter
of 7mm, so it can’t be run under carpeting. The
appearance is reasonably discreet and neutral brown,
albeit with some shiny elements.
The sound quality is clean, verging on the
romantic. It doesn’t generate quite the speed or
tension of NACA5m but it does sound rather sweeter.
Imaging is high class, both in placement and focus,
while perspectives are properly laid out with decent
depth when appropriate. The only real criticism is
that the extreme treble sounds a triﬂe rolled oﬀ, so the
sound loses a little incisiveness.
While the OHNO might not have quite the grip
and tension of NACA5, its sweetness provides fair
compensation, so it therefore deserves a Best Buy rating.

EnKlein David Digital

THIS COSTLY CABLE COULD END UP TURNING PAUL MESSENGER ONTO DIGITAL AUDIO!
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A

s with the regular David interconnect that
I reviewed a little more than two years ago
(HIFICRITIC Vol8 No2), this digital variation
is equally eye-wateringly expensive, but I guess the pain
won’t be quite as severe as only one cable will be needed.
This digital interconnect looks very similar indeed
to the analogue David from the outside, apart from
lacking one of the little plastic ‘arrowheads’ that
presumably identify directionality. However, the
geometry of the support structure has been changed in
order to suit the higher frequencies required for digital
audio signals rather than analogue signals. The normal
audio band is naturally not so relevant to a digital
audio signal, so the David Digital cable is optimised
for appropriately higher frequencies.
Prices are similarly extravagant, starting at $8,000
+ VAT for a 1m lead, and adding $2,000 for each
additional 0.5m. Since my regular DAC costs just
£499, I really ought to take this cable to somebody
(such as MC) who takes digital audio rather more
seriously than I, and who can therefore give it a proper
workout with a serious ‘high end’ DAC. (Maybe we’ll
try to do that for a future issue.) In the meantime I
can report that the David Digital cable uses exactly the
same silver as the conductor as the analogue David.

I thought perhaps I ought to play something
familiar at high resolution, so I picked something
called (I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction by the Rolling
Stones, replayed at 24-bit/176kHz. The results were
eminently satisfying, as the David Digital cable simply
added much more ﬁne detail than the standard
(supplied) Naim cable I’d been using, especially at
high frequencies. Indeed, apart from the excessive
price, the only drawback that I could ﬁnd was that
the sheer weight of the cable tended to pull the rather
modest DAC oﬀ the shelf that normally housed it.
Furthermore, I think this experience might well
prove to be the start of a new relationship with hires digital audio. Having rather enjoyed listening to
classic Stones, it’s time to see whether a 24/96 version
of Fleetwood Mac’s Rumours does the trick too. I’ve
hitherto been sceptical about the advantages that
higher resolution sampling brought to the digital
audio party, but after installing some rather exotic
cables I’m ﬁnding that I might have to eat my words.
Now I’ve just got three months before the next issue
to ﬁnd a rig that doesn’t cost a king’s ransom to deliver
the goods. EnKlein’s David Digital deﬁnitely deserves
an Audio Excellence rating, since Fleetwood Mac has
never sounded better...
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